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what do you do with a life that has been set on fire? discover the secrets of
this malware family through the analysis of a single well-known app that has

been downloaded more than 40 million times. this analysis includes the
compilation of more than 100 samples of the malware with the same set of

configurations, the creation of a reliable versioning schema, and the creation
of a suite of reliable static analysis tools. the ransomware spread through
email spam campaigns disguised as a friendly user notice offering to help
protect users from malware. the messages contain a link that directs users

to the malware download. once installed, the ransomware encrypts the
user's files. then, the ransomware replaces a user's desktop background

with an image of the ransomware's logo and a ransom note on it. to
download the ransom note, the ransomware uses http requests that

communicate with the command and control (c&c) server. the c&c server is
configured to provide a random string and a public url to download the

ransom note. we believe the hacker created the malware to demonstrate his
or her technical skills. the code of the legitimate application is embedded

within the code of the trojanized application. the application is automatically
downloaded, and legitimate code is located in a different part of the
application. execution happens when the victim selects a link in the

legitimate application to download the trojanized application. the trojanized
application (regardless of the legitimate application) is downloaded and
executed. the legitimate application is loaded into the memory of the
trojanized application and the legitimate application code is executed.
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the virat trojan, first
discovered in 2012 and

used by a cyber espionage
group, is a modular

malicious platform that
can download and execute

various payloads. virat
trojans usually have a
python backdoor and a

modular backdoor, which
helps them to avoid being

blocked by security
products. similar to

phoenix botnet, virat
trojans often download

the elena backdoor.
sokologram aka

oskologram rat is a trojan
written in visual basic. it is
a very simple trojan that
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has a python payload and
a very basic backdoor. it

was first seen during 2016
attacks against russian
government agencies.
later versions of the

oskologram trojan are
written in python. the
komplex family was a

large family of apts that
the greasy team observed
in 2019. the greasy team
was approached by the

victim company to
investigate a network

penetration event,
discovering several
complex cryptovirus

campaigns conducted by
a high-profile apt group.
the campaigns used the

common strategy of
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deceiving the victim
companies with spoofed
media, phishing emails

and phishy websites. the
maski trojan was a

primitive backdoor used
for compromised systems
monitoring and controlling

command-and-control
traffic via a c&c ip

address. the
communication protocol

was not end-to-end
encrypted, allowing the

adversary to intercept the
conversations of the

target system. the carberp
trojan is a rather

sophisticated complex
malware. the carberp has
the following capabilities:
it is a trojan that resides
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on the victim machine and
communicates with its
command and control
(c&c) using http web

servers on the
compromised victims
machine. this is called

simple web server
communication. it is a

distributed trojan which
can execute on the victim
machines and reach out

for remote code execution
when it is required, either
because of the command
and control being offline
or due to a target system
being in a compromised

state. this is called peer-to-
peer technology. it

implements a persistence
mechanism using an
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encrypted stored file or
using the disk. it

periodically uploads data
to and downloads data
from the compromised
system’s memory and

disk. this is called a
persistence mechanism. it

uses advanced
obfuscation methods

which makes it difficult to
detect and prevent.
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